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manifesto
Design is a social act; it has a huge role in
the improvement of our communities. Design
is not about one person, one architect,
one user, one street. It is about pushing our
creativity to make the environment and
way of life better for everyone in our world,
creating spaces and places where we come
together to be better.
Through intentional changes in the built
environment, design improves the quality of
life. People who have a nice place - a place
that was cared for, where effort was made
to make it well designed - will behave better
and more productively. Creating something
good for people can make them feel and
act like they deserve it. The effort and
consideration a designer puts into creating a
good space for someone is reflected in that
place. The design evidences the confidence
in the place, and thus in its user. That
expression of confidence has a great positive
impact on the behavior of the user.
Helvétius and other philosophers from The
Enlightenment claimed both that man is
“perfectible” if the social conditions allow
it - and therefore life can be improved
8

through the deliberate reform of these
conditions - and that human character is a
product of social environment. Considering
these philosophies can help us understand
that the whole environment of a person social, physical, emotional – influences their
attitude, behavior, and intelligence. This
“nurture” side of the nature versus nurture
argument brings us back to the impact we
as designers can have on society.
From this understanding we can move
to consider the consequences of design
and not just its physical manifestation. The
psychological and social impact of design
is more significant than its physical form.
Designing our future needs to center around
consideration of the human aspect, with the
main goal not aesthetics, but rather impact.
This will make us understand the real future
of our buildings and spaces – the future of
those using it. When we design, we need to
consider the user beyond “user” - consider
the real person, the soul, the part of society,
the future player in our community. What
will the space really do for them? How will
it improve their lives? How will the place
change their individual nature, and therefore

our society? We can’t just think about what
is seen, what is touched, what is walked on,
sat on, looked through. We have to consider
what it all will mean to those taking these
actions.
If we really want to improve the present
society for the future members, we need to
consider those who cannot help themselves.
“Under-represented clients are an integral
part of our global future… by designing
viable, life-improving solutions, we are
catalyzing economies, enabling a more
productive world, and investing in the
prosperity of posterity” (Project H). We all
have a responsibility to consider what we
can do to improve the social condition. I
believe that we, as designers, can assist the
effort through consideration of humanity in
what and how we design. We can make
places for people to improve themselves
– schools that accommodate young and
old in healthy, functional environments for
learning; housing for the less fortunate that
is not cheap and dangerous, but rather
something to take pride in and work to
keep up; community centers that everyone
in the community wants to use so as to

increase interaction between neighbors
and encourage support and positive social
influence.
Design’s impact should go beyond the visual,
the physical, and the egotistical. It should
hit the level of human improvement, of
considerations beyond self and immediate.
Let’s look to the future and see that we can
have places of visual beauty, where people
inside are healthy, supportive, and learning
from each other, no matter their status in life.
Design should improve our society through its
effect on each and every one of us and our
environment.

9

abstract

thesis statement

Beginning with a former grocery store building,

a place for not only its residents, but also the

This thesis project explores what can be done

work, growth, and play, all for residents and their

“an affordable living community,” explores the

surrounding neighborhoods. The building provides

with the discarded, empty big box buildings that

surrounding neighbors. Big box buildings provide

possibilities of redesigning big box buildings. Here,

the challenges of breaking the generic,

litter our landscape. How can these buildings be

an ideal blank canvas and infrastructure for

the building is transformed into an affordable

window-less facade, as well as bringing light into

incorporated into their communities and brought

such use. Now, instead of this building being an

living community - a place for people to live,

the building. This model would encourage the

a new life? “An affordable living community”

adandoned eyesore, it can be a sustainable

work, learn, and interact. The renovation creates

health, learning, and support of its community.

suggests that the answer to this question is a

place of support, growth, learning, integration,

mixed-use program with low-income apartments

and interaction.

as well as opportunities for learning, ownership,
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project site:
500 north harrison street,
richmond, virginia

built in 1980
formerly a community pride grocery store and later (most recently) a ukrop’s grocery store
1 story (26 feet high)
34,080 square feet

currently owned and recently renovated by vcu - renovation is for “temporary use”
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plan
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section 6

level 2
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exterior elevations

sections

north elevation

west elevation

east elevation
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scale: 1/32” =1’-0”
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section 1

south elevation

scale: 1/64” =1’-0”
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site photos
september 10, 2009

site photos
november 9, 2009

under construction for
renovation into vcu
classrooms and book
depository
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structure + construction
site photos
november 9, 2009

The construction of the building is brick veneer
on a metal stud. This method/ type was suitable
to the large commercial building because it is
quick to build, inexpensive, and performs well.
The building is mainly one level, but has second
level mezzanines in two corners. Supporting the
structure is a grid of 8” x 8” steel columns. These
allow an open interior that was ideal for its use as
a grocery store. The only interior walls are those
surrounding the mezzanines and restrooms and
dividing the main retail area from the back –
former food storage and loading area.

site photos
september 10, 2009
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natural light

circulation

There are very few windows in the building; only
the main storefront windows open the building to
the outside and allow natural light to come into
the space. Surprisingly, however, natural light from
these windows tends to disperse fairly well in the
space due to its open nature.

Because of the fairly

primary heat gain/ loss

open nature of the
building, circulation
patterns are difficult to
determine without an
inhabitant dictating
pathways. There are,
however, certain
circulation pathways
leading to and from
the second level
heat gain
heat loss

26

primary circulation

primary ingress/ egress

mezzanines, the back

secondary circulation

secondary ingress/ egress

storage, and coming

tertiary circulation

into and out of the
building.
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proportions

scale comparisons
in plan

small

1.5 - 100’ x 200’ horse arenas
high ceiling

large

5 - 16 stall barns
195 - 12’x12’ horse stalls

low ceiling

high ceilings (1 level) vs. low ceilings (2nd level above)

high ceiling

small + large spaces

low ceiling

in section
high ceilings (1 level) vs. low ceilings (2nd level above)

small

large

small + large spaces
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inherent geometries

parti

closed space:
1/4 of open space

missing corners:
rectangles missing
corners, especially from
diagonals
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case studies
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tara donovan

Tara Donovan’s most famous line of sculpture

in an almost vital repetition so that they assume

came from simply paying attention to an

forms that both evoke natural systems and seem

accident in her studio. She dropped a box

to defy the laws of nature” (Baume 7).

of toothpicks on the floor and noticed how
perfectly the shape of the corner of the box was

In this process, Donovan engages in a one-on

maintained in the freed toothpicks. Noticing the

one with the particular material in what she

structure formed by the inherent properties of

calls an “open experimental approach,” and

the toothpicks, friction, and gravity, Donovan

once she has “cracked the material’s natural

considered how these ideas could be translated

code for coherence” (Baume 8), the rule of her

to other objects, and so began her work of

assemblage is set: layer, stack, loop, et cetera.

accumulating common materials. Donovan

From here, the rule dictates the mass assembly

later noted that “A lot of artmaking comes from

that is performed by many hands, in a procedure

just paying attention to accidental discoveries”

described by Sol LeWitt: “The idea becomes a

(Baume 7).

machine that creates the art” (Baume 8). Through
this extreme repetition and accumulation, the

“Attentive to texture, volume, and the inherent

abstractions reveal their second nature.

physical traits of a single, often useful product
– toothpick, straight pin, drinking straw, button,

Here, I explore how Donovan was inspired by

paper plate, adhesive tape, plastic cup, Mylar

forms in nature and the growing processes of

sheet – she determines how it might cohere in

natural forms. Using the same principles as nature,

multitudes that exude unexpected qualities. Such

she bonds her forms and lets them grow in the

products are tacked, twisted, looped, or clustered

manner specific to their forms.
process case study
sculptor
new york, ny
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allied works architecture

Allied Works Architecture, led by founder Brad

actions to get there (Cloepfil).

Cloepfil, considered their work a service of
principals, ideals, and concepts. Their process

Cloepfil suggests that architects need to move

is one of introspection and insight as architects,

on from the dream of inventing and searching

instead of simply an inventory of what is there and

for the new, and instead search for what is there.

what needs to be there (Cloepfil). The team looks

They should do this by looking at the context, site,

at the site as something that exists and is to be

and landscape – each building needs to reflect

discovered so they can seek something there to

and be made for its site and context. Designing a

develop. Cloepfil says the first act of architecture

beautiful building means nothing if that building

is occupation, or the owning of a site – both

does not respond to and work with its purpose

literally and figuratively (Cloepfil).

and location. Cloepfil also pushes architecture
in the idea of reference: to provide some form

Allied Works Architecture (AWA) begins each

of reference that would not exist without that

project considering two factors: site and light.

building.

They consider the site, be it an existing building or
the empty plot of land, to see what architecture

Probably due to the focus on light and the

can offer it, what architecture can improve. The

common concept of interactions, many of AWA’s

firm gathers together structural forces – gravity,

process work stems from considerations about

natural light, movement, et cetera. The idea

solid, void, and intersecting geometries. These

of editing is a major part of their work: being

ideas continue into their use of geometric forms,

given something, and by architecture, revealing

the overlapping of which allow intersections of

something that is there. They consider the life

rectangular forms that create spaces within the

force behind the firm to be the possibilities of what

buildings, stressing interactions between site and

architecture can provide, and view themselves

building, light and building, and user and building

(and architects in general) as initiating a series of

in both form and concept.

process case study
portland, oregon
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national music center
calgary

clyfford still museum
denver, colorado

the inspiration for the
deisgn was decidedly
cellular in order to bring

allied works
architecture cast
musical instruments
into plaster towers as

void

light into the space

solid
in between

a method of process;
these represent the

diagram of the soild/

intersecting rectangles

iterior/ exterior of the

void considerations as

help in the process of

building as well as its

shown in the model

making spaces and
support the concept of

materiality

interactions
because this project
design was a
competition, many
the music center was
to be centered around
an old blues center
and was intended

advanced graphics
were used both
during conception

primary
secondary
tertiary

and presentation; the

to be a gateway

renderings here are

or a marker to the

animated during the

new development

presentation

considerations of solid
and void in drawings +

area coming into the

sketch models

formerly demolished
neighborhoods

void
solid
in between
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Hormel purchased the empty Kmart building in

an economic development standpoint, from

walls to further help light filter through space. The

downtown Austin to reuse for their new museum

a design standpoint, and from a sustainability

museum side of the building was mainly driven

and corporate headquarters. The building, a

standpoint, these sites have great latent

by exhibit design. At the entrance, the roof was

smaller big box building of 32,000 square feet built
in the 1970’s, was abandoned by Kmart in 1990,
taking business away and leaving two city blocks
empty (Christensen).
Hormel stated that the new corporate
headquarters would need to provide office space
for 200 employees with room for expansion.
The company hoped to draw tourists with the
museum, much because of the easy highway
access in place from the former Kmart’s
infrastructure. In addition to the road access, the
big box was ideal for Hormel’s reuse because
finding open space for the same project would
have been much too far out of town. Reusing this
building was much less expensive that starting a
new build project (Christensen).
Paulsen Architects, a LEED firm, won the design.
Because of the firm’s ideals, environmental
considerations were included in the design, “a
compelling paradox” for the existing building.
The firm considered this and the local heritage in
their design of a pedestrain friendly, movement
oriented workplace (Bryan Paulsen).
Bryan Paulsen stated referring to big box buildings:
“These buildings should not be overlooked. From
42

1

potential.”
As far as the design planning was concerned,
the existing structure of a big empty open space
offered challenges and advantages. It is often
easier to add to than remove components from
a building, making the open space ideal (Bryan
Paulsen).
Paulsen architects designed extensive resurfacing
of the exterior as well as including greenery and
wroughtiron fencing, and picnic tables in the
parking lot and surrounding areas(Bryan Paulsen).
This exercise, movement, and flow was very
important in the design, as Paulsen wanted to
extend walking from the building onto surrounding
walkways outside. Outside, a pond and walking
paths lead to nearby downtown (Christensen).
Because the existing building had no windows,
recontextualizing meant trying to include the
surrounding locality by putting in windows. This
added to the challenges of bringing light into
the space, which was helped by the addition of
windows and skylights. (Christensen).
The office space was designed with a flexible

spam museum
reused k-mart

raised in the place of the former autoshop stood
in order to create more drama (Christensen).
Sustainability was important in this project in areas
beyond just reuse. The flexibility of the designed
workspaces allows for later changes without
destruction. The HVAC and electrical are housed
under the floor, which is raised twelve inches
above the ground and laid in panels to allows
easy acces to HVAC. This LEED technique helps
with ventilation effectiveness, thermal comfort,
and optimized energy performance (Bryan
Paulsen).
This project is a good example to look at because
of the embracing of the building and it’s location
in the new design. Beyond working well with what
they had, the architects and owners saw the
potential for a building with an open framework
and excellent surrounding infrastructure. The
project was able to utilize an existing eyesore
to bring a new life and a beneficial company
to the area. The thoughtfulness regarding the
environment throughout the project was another

site case study

reason it is a good study of reuse of a big box
building.

paulsen architects
austin, mn

workspace in mind, including small moveable
43

early diagram

a presentation sketch

drawings show

of the exterior shows a

considerations of

projected facade that

movement around

won paulsen architects

the building as well as

the design project

main access pathways
into the building

main circulation paths
considered from
surrounding streets;

The architects used

varied sizes indicate

everything that was

varied volumes of

existing including all

circulation

of the exterior walls,
structural frame,
red arrow lines show
anticipated circulation
of visitors onto the
site (to parking and
entrance); squares

interior bearing
community/
public use
private use

walls, penthouse
mechanical rooms,
etc. The programming
needs of the client

showing primary

lent themselves very

and circles showing

nicely into the existing

secondary

building because of
the lack of interior

44

blue arrow lines

bearing walls. “We

represent circulation of

looked at it as a clean

employees on to and

slate to work from”

out of the site

(Bryan Paulsen).
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photographs of

The old auto service

“The use of skylights was added at locations

if there were perimeter

the completed

bay wing allowed

where employees would gather for informal

offices, large expanses

exterior show the

use of the original

meetings, lounges etc. They were purposely

of interior glazing were

transformation of the

OH door openings

located as natural light nodes, and also as a

utilized to allow the

formerly bland k-mart

as large windows in

subtle wayfinding strategy. Go to the light!!! Also

light to penetrate into

facade into one

the museum and the

the skylights introduced daylight further into the

the interiors

tailored to the spam

shop. This was not only

interior, that the exterior windows would not”

museum

a method to allow

(Bryan Paulsen).

natural light into the
space, but allowed the
development of an
exterior character that
spoke to the new use
the former k-mart

of the building and the

entrance is now the

space around it
exterior windows

corporate entrance to

were added to allow

hormel foods

daylight to come into
the interiors of the
space

the use of a raise access floor throughout the
building not only allowed for a very flexible plug
and play environment, but was used for hvac
distribution; everyone has the ability to control
2

their own environment by locating floor registers
where they need them
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The ad agency Wieden + Kennedy needed

the foundation which had settled unevenly. To

different entity. I love the mystery of concrete

a new global headquarters that would affect

deal with this, a raised floor was designed to be

and how much it can do. And then, natural light

change in employees and customers. In this

placed two inches above the existing floor. This

is life, right? There’s all this rhetoric about what a

building, they wanted a transparent environment

created an opportunity to put in an air distribution

workspace needs to do. Basically, if you make

to eliminate staff hierarchy (AWA). The building

system in the plenum. The system is much more

a beautiful space filled with really wonderful

chosen for this project was a 1914 warehouse in

efficient, since it uses less energy, simplifies

light, everybody will do their best work. That’s

Portland’s Pearl District. The agency chose the

control, and allows the need for fewer zones.

all anybody wants. Once you take away that

space because they wanted a loft-style building

It also decreases the amount of sheet metal.

beautiful space and beautiful light, then you have

that could become an open and vibrant space

In addition, this approach did not need any

to invent this whole other industry to make the

for creativity (Trane).

overhead cabling or conduit, so it went with the

space actually feel okay” (Horodner).

wieden + kennedy
headquarters

agency’s desire to keep the building open and
The space needed to accommodate an open

uncomplicated (Trane).

and creative workspace for 500 employees.
The heavy timber building required substantial

In addition to the headquarters, the building

renovation, repair, and seismic upgrade. The

includes a mixed use base of shops, restaurants,

architectural focus became a centralized

and exhibition spaces. The largest change to

gathering space, where the entire agency would

the structure during the project was a central

come together as one with the community

clearing that became a five story space of shifting

(AWA).

concrete planes to hold the auditorium and other
common spaces (AWA).

Part of this community gathering includes
advanced lighting and audio-visual systems that

As with most of their projects, Allied Works

provide an infrastructure that allows artists as well

Architecture began by looking at how to bring

as the agency and its clients, to stage all manner

light into the building and moving forward from

of gatherings. Other goals in the project included

there (Cloepfil). This is how they came up with

energy efficiency, resource conservation, and

the idea for the central atrium. Brad Cloepfil of

occupant-friendly systems that contribute to an

Allied Works spoke about the idea process behind

environmental ethic (AWA).

the project: “The actual structure of the building

site case study
allied works
architecture

is a huge part, which leads one to concrete.

48

The building had a lot of potential but also a lot of

Concrete is like alchemy, you add a little of this or

problems that needed to be addressed, including

a little of that and you can make it into an entirely

portland, or

49

opening the space to
let in the light

a simulation diagram

section diagram

the new central atrium

of how light may have

showing the interaction

opens the space to

dispersed in the former

of community/ public

interaction among

factory building

space with corporate/

colleagues as well as

private space - thanks

with the community

in large part to the new
atrium

early sketches show
considerations for

a model three
dimensionally shows

light coming into and

the light coming

through the center of

into the space post

the building

community/
public use

renovation
access pathways
through the space &

a section diagram of

private use

structures shown in
model space

structural
considerations during

the structural beams

opening of the

that support them

building’s center

the renovation shows
how much light can
large slab walls give

enter the space after

some division for users

the atrium was added

and support for the
ideas about

structure

intersection transcend
the building’s structure
to the behaviors of
the people using the
space
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tenderloin community school

Research of the Tenderloin Community School

neighborhood in San Francisco, California, the

began with research of Concordia Architecture, a

school is place not only for students, but for

firm based in New Orleans, Louisiana. Concordia

the surrounding neighborhood as well. EHDD

considers their firm one of corporate social

Architecture designed the 66,000 square foot

entrepreneurship, creating a new model that

building after meetings with children, teachers,

integrates physical, cultural, social, economic,

parents, and community members. The tight

organizational, and educational planning into a

urban site includes a medical and dental clinic,

single systemic and community-based planning

counseling rooms, adult education classrooms,

process (Concordia). This idea was developed

a parent resource center, community kitchen,

by multiple research alliances, and with every

community garden, and play yards, in addition

project, hopes to find the needs and possibilities

to the elementary school. The layout incorporates

of the individual community so facilities can be

the school and community functions so there

planned to house multiple community uses.

is plenty of interaction between the two. The
downtown site is within walking distance of the

In his publication “Schools as Centers of

neighborhood and therefore allows more parent

Community,” Concordia principal Steven Bingler

involvement. “The inclusion of three separate

suggests that schools could be these multi-use

play yards, including two on the rooftop, was

facilities, for the benefit of the students, their

a design and programming priority since the

parents, and the surrounding community. This

children of the Tenderloin have little open space

would optimize learning for all and decrease the

in which to play. Parents and children also

need for resources (Bingler).

requested the community garden—an important
element in numerous cultures” (EHDD).

program case study

The Tenderloin Community School is one of
these schools. Located in the poor Tenderloin

ehdd architecture
san francisco, ca
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greenspace was

child-designed
tiles, graphics, and

an important

video walls enliven

addition since the

mechanical,
structural, and
telecommunications

neighborhood has little

the exterior and

systems were left

outdoor play space

let the community

usage diagrams

exposed so the

know about what is

students could see and

happening inside the

learn how buildings
outdoor play areas

school.

systems work

were included by using
multiple roof areas

ehdd drew upon the

level 3

cultural diversity of
the neighborhood in

a rooftop garden

the design, including

was included to
make a communtiy

incorporating the

garden typical to the

diverse colors of the

heritages of the diverse

neighborhood in

neighborhood

interior + exterior paint.

similarities between the

level 2

sites of the tenderloin
school and 500 n
harrison street are
diagrammed on aerial
maps

tenderloin school

1

500 n harrison street

2

level 1
54
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inside + outside

integration of
school + community

inside

private use

outside

community/
public use

level 3

each level has a lobby
space to help with
the integration of the
community and school
functions
level 2

the most community
spaces are located
fencing and concrete

on the ground level,

wall spearate outdoor

decreasing slightly on

play areas from street

upper levels
level 1
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covenant woods continuing care retirement community

Continuing Care Retirement Communities

centered around the idea that “where elders live

(CCRC’s) have many of the same programming

must be habitats for human beings, not sterile

needs as the proposed project at 500 N Harrison

medical institutions” (edenalt.org). These facilities

Street. Both are meant to be living communities,

work to make the environment of their residents

where people live and gather together in one

similar to the way they’ve lived for the rest of their

building with many functions.

lives, and to eliminate loneliness, helplessness, and
boredom that may be present in other types of

CCRC’s are different in their different levels of

facilities or in-home care.

care, from independent living to assisted living

These communities are based around the

to nursing care. They do, however, have private

concept that companionship, activity, and the

and community spaces under one roof, including

ability to give care to other living things can

apartments, fitness centers, dining facilities, clinics,

succeed where other therapies and pills may

multipurpose rooms, and communal kitchens and

fail. Often plants, animals, and visiting children

living rooms, as well as numerous outdoor gardens

are a part of the daily life in Eden Alternative

and courtyard spaces for the enjoyment of the

communities.

residents.
Like many CCRC’s, Covenant Woods was built
based on the “Eden Alternative,” a theory
program case study
sfcs architecture
mechanicsville, va
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a traditional

diagram sketches

wings, community

buffet-style dining

show the layout of

kitchens allow

room is soon to be

the building and the

replaced with

interaction of public

in the assisted living

residents to bake
with their friends and

and private spaces

made-to-order stations

within

grandchildren

a small “country store”

the clinic resembles

allows residents to buy

any small doctor’s

grab-and-go food and

office and is staffed

other items such as

with a full time nurse

apartments open to

cards and toiletries

and a part time doctor

the outside so the living
space can extend to
main area of first floor

the outdoors where
residents enjoy gardens
private

a multipurpose room
creates a space for
everything from church
services to yoga
classes

common living rooms
allow socialization

multiple community

community/
public

gardens + courtyards
extend living space
from apartments to the
outdoors

a fitness center can be
used by all residents

apartments are

with both visitors and

arranged around a

other residents, and

central community

decrease the need for

60

greenspace

kitchen and living room

large living rooms in

typical assisted living

every apartment

wing plan

to supplement the
smaller apartments
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The mission statement of the Make It Right

safety from natural disasters and human and

it reminds people that they are doing something

Project seems to be inherently at odds - to

environmental safety (no toxins). As far as safety

new and different – they want people not to

bring affordability, sustainability, safety, and

is considered, storm water and flooding issues are

forget what happened there.

good design together. The project, founded

the main concern for the neighborhood residents.

by Brad Pitt and headed by the core team of

The cost goal for each house is $150,000, much of

As individual needs were met through the first

William McDononough + Partners, Graft, and

which must be used to raise the elevations.

round of single family homes, schools became

the Cherokee Gives Back Foundation, has the

make it right project

important to the community members.

goal to rebuild the homes in the New Orleans

The project is invested in the involvement of

The local principal turned her elementary school

neighborhood of the Lower 9th Ward that were

community members. Now that MIR has gained

into a charter school, and the Martin Luther King

taken in 2005 by Hurricane Katrina. The poor

the trust of the neighbors, they are supported to

School was also created with a green playground

neighborhood was almost entirely destroyed

go on to aggregating lots nearby to have multi

by the winds and the flood caused by the New

family homes, parks, and mixed use development

Guidelines for all designers are the same and

Orleans leveys breaking. The Make It RIght

in the neighborhood. MIR has even gotten the

come from MIR. The process for the project is

(MIR) project was begun to initiate the rebuild

blessing from the Lower 9th Ward community to

that every designer goes in and does a charette

of the Lower 9th Ward in a way that would

redevelop blighted lots as well.

with the community group and then break up

make it safer in the present and future, as well

into groups of about six and talk about what is

as environmentally friendly. This project is an

A neighborhood coalition, some of whose

important to the homeowners. This gives a sense

excellent example of affordable housing that

members are former residents, was formed

of what is important on a whole. Before the design

is safe, green, and well designed - a seeming

in early 2007. The goals established from the

is finalized, there is another presentation to the

paradox.

coalition were homeowner equity, life safety,

community.

and low maintenance. The coalition was very
As one of the major overseers for the project,

well educated on green power and storm water

MIR keeps a binder of designs with 3D models and

William McDonough + Partners, out of

systems because of so many people coming in to

options for homeowners. Residents can choose

Charlottesville, Virginia, established the standards

teach members about it.

the house and colors; some customizations

for the architects who would be designing
each prototype. In these standards, they aim to

The community’s input was very important to the

presentation materials are floor plans, exterior

radically reduce water and energy consumption,

architects; they had considered metal siding for

elevations, exterior 3D renderings, 1 interior

as well as use materials that are environmentally

cost and maintenance, but it and the flat roofs in

rendering, sometimes floor plan options, and

friendly.

early designs felt cold to residents, so designs were

Benjamin Moore paint schemes. MIR also has

altered. The neighborhood has been supportive

material samples laid out in presentation for

of more contemporary designs because they feel

homeowners to see (Grove).

Safety is a main goal of MIR - both personal life
62
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are made in every case. In the binder, the

program case study
william mcdonough +
partners
new orleans, la
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william mcdonough

open living at at both

water is even being

solar panels on the

+ partners prototype

the front and back;

collected off of the

roofs drastically reduce
energy bills - electricity

design

a much larger open

roofs. The homes use

area is at the front so

50% less water than

the living room can be

average

bills are only around
$30 per month

opened to the outside

the climate makes it
better to have as much

wm+p has the

rooftop outdoor

additional goal to limit

space to engage
infiltration basins

open air as possible

the list of materials

so breezes can flow

used to only cradle to

have been added,

through the houses

cradle materials

and since parking is

more exterior living

required on the lots,
it is being made as
permeable paving.
4

it is required that each design have emergency

1

living rooms are at

egress from higher places in each house so

have been adapted

the front of the house

no one can get trapped in their houses when

for larger gatherings

rather than the back to

retreating from flooding. ADA is also being

embrace the “porch

followed so that escape is easier through the

culture;” the front

wider doors.

kitchen configurations

because of the large
get-togethers common

windows of the living

in the culture

room can be opened
to make a larger area
3
64
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a map diagram shows

the streetscape

initial affordability

future affordability

the location of the

wanted to be redone

lower 9th ward in

with both native trees

rainwater collection

solar panels

relation to downtown

and rain/ storm water

small square footages with emphasis on exterior and communal spaces

rainwater collection

systems - the lower lots

metal roofing

rooftop gardens

are all being turned

rooftop gardens

Energy Star appliances

into parks and storm

plastic laminate countertops

closed cell spray foam insulation

water areas

designing in modular style to reduce labor and waste

insulated low emission windows

hurricane cloth for windows

metal roofing

green/ sustainability

locality

time – to use inspiration

permeable paving

porches

from the past but still

rooftop gardens

indoor/ outdoor living

be contemporary.

Cradle to Cradle materials

permeable paving

new orleans

6

main features

7

exterior materials and

there is a very specific

roofs are specific to

mandate for the

local – the community

design to be the

wanted bright colors

architecture of its
8

strong porch culture
exists here in the lower
9th ward – friends

9

Ecoworx Performance broadloom carpet

slant roofs

TimberSil wood products

common playgrounds

EarthTex fabrics

hurricane cloth for windows

and family live on the

a green playground

same streets, passing

for the neighborhood

ifiltration basins

houses down through

is being built in one of

green playgrounds

the blighted lots.

generations

sustainable materials
solar powered LED lights

11
10
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designing in modular, style to reduce waste
building on site so as to reduce travel distance of materials

67

nl architects

NL Architects is a firm based in Amsterdam

three dimensional computer renderings showing

whose clear vision of architecture as a part

uses of the buildings and their places in their

of and an aid to issues facing cities and their

environments.

surrounding suburbs is shown in their projects.
They consider architecture to be a tool to

Many of the presentation materials shown are

synthesize buildings, “programmatic hybrid

from competition entries, so NL Architects is

structures, and the expression of new limitations

especially interested in “selling” their idea, since

and practices”(Archilab). NL Architects uses

the materials must speak for themselves without

architecture itself as a type of experimentation,

the interaction of client and architect. They try to

“at the crossroads of economic, programmatic,

appeal to the contest panel with both visuals as

technical and even environmental

well as explanatory writing. The visuals, however,

thinking”(Archilab). Their ideas about what

are often enough to get the point across on their

architecture can be and how it can behave

own. White is often used is many of their projects.

within the larger “ecosystem” of the city are

Often, it is to emphasize the importance of what

shown not only in their conceptual ideas, but also

is in color; other times it is to keep their sometimes

in the way they present them(Archilab).

seemingly outrageous projects looking like they
belong in the environment.

The firm stresses not only how the projects are
built and act within the buildings themselves, but
also how they interact with their surroundings and
bring multiple uses to the community in which
they exist. For these reasons, their presentation
materials include technical drawings along

presentation
case study

with conceptual diagrams, built models, and
amsterdam,
netherlands
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1

69

diagrams are used in

use of white

the human component

presentation to clarify
rather than being

technical aspects of

about the use of white

the project

space, the architects
seem to want to give

2

because so many
of the projects of nl

3

architects are pushing

their viewers a clean,

color and texture are

less complicated

used minimally to

presentation to

emphasize the aspects

to give the computer

counter the extreme

on which the architects

renderings a feeling

want focus

complexity of their
designs

the envelope, the use
of realistic people help

4

that the buildings
could, in fact, exist in

5

reality
the use of white
also emphasizes the
sculptural qualities of
the design work

9

the use of the

subtle white fogs help

computer renderings

to soften the computer

themselves help to

rendering

restate the forward
thinking of the firm

1

6

the humans here show
how the space could
7

actually be enjoyed

8

in a way a purely
architectural rendering
would not be able to
70
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an affordable living community

72

73

program + site

premise

“Big Box” buildings are eyesores, environmental

fits into the reuse of a big box store conceptually

Creating a place where people could live, work,

Functioning like a town, the design incorporates

contaminents, and not considered approachable

as well as physically. Both the building and the

play, learn, and grow, all together and with the

the needs for support, learning, recreation, health,

by many redevelopers. These buildings are

residents are looking for a way to be brought

support of one another and the surrounding

residence, and ownership into one building. The

normally not wanted by their communities in the

into their community in order to improve quality

community was the genesis of this thesis project.

goal is to create a sustainable place for the

first place, and are built by their retail companies

of life. Both are also stigmatized and frequently

as their own secluded spaces, not interacting

shunned by neighbors. Both could use a facelift.

By beginning with a former grocery store - the

with their surroundings. Instead, they use a

The idea is that creating a living community where

typical “big box” building found throughout

typical cheap and easy building design to plop

people interact in a positive way with each other

America - this project questions how we use

anywhere they can, in any locality.

and others within the surrounding area can bring

these large, unattractive buildings once they

about a positive change in behavior.

are abandoned by their developers. The project

A major consideration in my project is bringing

future – a place of positive growth, support, and
interaction.

integrates the building back into its community,

these discarded buildings back into their

Physically, big box buildings are open spaces,

through spaces and amenities designed for the

communities, where they become interactive and

flexible to be renovated into many different uses.

people in the surrounding community as well as

integrated rather than secluded.

They are situated near transportation and major

for its low-income residents.

access roads, allowing easy access for residents
Subsidized and low income housing is also

to get to and from the site. 500 N Harrison Street

frequently secluded due to stigma and

is conveniently located near a bus stop, park,

circumstance. Creating a place of nurture,

civic center, grocery stores, and a college. These

community, and integration can reconnect

adjacencies bring ample employment and living

residents with their cities and their neighbors, with

opportunities for residents.

a positive outlook and environment of support.
The program of a low income housing community
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400 sf

apartments

exercise room

1200 sf

administration

500 sf

laundry

300 sf

health clinic

1000 sf

mail

50 sf

total

8900 sf

mail

public toilets

roof: community garden

lobby/ entry

restaurant

700 sf

retail

library/ game room

elevator/ stairs

4000 sf

trash/ recycling

800 sf

classroom/ common/ event room

mechanical

lobby/ entry

health clinic

~45,000 sf

laundry

total for 29 apartments:

administration

~100-150 sf

exercise room

den/ additional bedroom

public toilets

950-1500 sf
library/ game room

2 bedroom apartment

classroom

600-1000 sf

common room

common spaces

adjacencies

1 bedroom apartment

apartments

apartments

lobby/ entry

program

common room
classroom
library/ game room
public toilets
exercise room
administration

back of the house

private use

mechanical/ electrical

1000 sf

trash/ recycling

200 sf

elevator/ stairs

600 sf

total

1800 sf

retail

2000 sf

elevator/ stairs

restaurant

2000 sf

retail

total

4000 sf

laundry
health clinic
mechanical
trash/ recycling

restaurant
roof: community garden

outdoor

parking lot: greenspace additions
roof: community gardens/ terrace
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mind map
sustainable

GED

garden

growth

finance

share

interaction

concept

whole

interaction

support

together
learning

language

join

environment

integration

ownership

interweaving communities

air

interaction

aesthetic

support
for present + future

residences
integration

private

surrounding
community

woven

growth

residents

Living Community

learning

public

different

classes

health

garden
clinic

surrounding

money

attraction

sustainability

materials

work
self value

restaurant

care

retail

health
products

growth

people
sun

whole
food

support
light

energy

clean
integration

fresh

aesthetics

interaction

interaction

garden
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concept research:
city plans

early new england towns

ancient rome

washington, dc

savannah, georgia

gton, DC plan

northwest
lane

tything

residential

street

d

northeast
lane

tything

street
NW trust lot
street

church

white
house

farmland

SE trust lot
street

capitol

tything

courthouse

southeast

southwest
lane

street

the mall
potomac river

retail

square

SW trust lot

town square/
commons

central forum:
city services

NE trust lot
street

lane

tything

Savannah was designed by General Oglethorpe in 1733, as a grid based
around squares intended to provide colonists space for military exercises.
The original plan resembles military camps and was a reaction to other cities’
cramped conditions that contributed to great fires.
Ancient Rome’s plan was designed for both safety and ease of use for its

Early New England towns were often developed by those escaping religious

Washington, DC was designed by L’Enfant in 1791 to be the capital of the

Each square sits at the center of a ward, with the lots to the east and west

civilians. Basically, the plan consists of a center composed of city services

persecution, so religious centers were vital to the town’s workings. For this

new United States of America. A typical East-West grid was laid out, but with

of the square were “trust lots” intended for large public buildings such as

surrounded by a gridwork of streets and enclosed by wall for defense. Two

reason, the church was central to the design, being at the center along with

diagonal streets overlaid in order to connect important locations in the city,

churches, schools, or markets. The rest of the ward was divided into four

diagonal streets crossed the square grid, passing through the central forum

the courthouse, showing the importance of self governance to the colonists

including the Capitol and White House. Large intersections of these diagonal

areas called tythings which were further divided into residential lots. The plan

to make it quicker and easier to get around the city. The city was built

here in America.

streets create street squares throughout the city. The Mall is an open-area

is fluid, with some of the residential lots hosting commercial properties, and

centralized around a river to provide water, transportation, and disposal of

National park designed for civic uses, now surrounded by many museums

some of the trust lots containing grand homes.

sewage. (“Urban Planning”)

and historical monuments. The river was again important for transportation
and sanitation. (“Original Plan of Washington, D.C.”)

The typical square plan here repeats throughout the city in a grid pattern.
(“Savannah City Plan”)
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concept models
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concept models

83

diagrams
small town inspired

restaurant

adjacencies
program’s similarities

main

to a town prompted

road

research of and cues

secondary

from town models

roads

education
clinic

library/
game

laundry

residential

people interactions:

space interactions:

22 one-on-one

13 one-on-one

neighbors

apartments

students

gardens

residents

classrooms

owners

retail

“gov”/
admin.

exercise
employees
teachers

types of connections

patients

between spaces
doctors

user + space overlaps
many users and many
places to interact
meant exploring who
would be where,
doing what

health clinic
retail
restaurant
common space
lobby
user overlap diagram

owners
doctors

students

neighbors
teachers
patients

residents
84
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design
entrance relocated
to west grace street
for better pedestrian
access
rooftop + surrounding
greenspace
additions

exterior
86
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plan evolution

88

plan evolution
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plan evolution
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letting in the light
considerations
The nature of the big

“pop-up”

full courtyard “pop-out”

box building is large
expanses of blank,
window-free walls
and dark interior
space.
In order to make the
space more open
to its surroundings
literally and

section

plan

section

plan

three dimensional section showing the new atrium cut-outs

conceptually,
and brighter for its
residents and users,
windows and other
openings needed
to be cut into the
building shell.

level 2 courtyard “pop-out”

primary + secondary “pop-up”

section a

section
92

plan

section

plan

section light diagrams show the effect of the new structure on the interior light

light

section b

light
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letting in the light: sun studies

low pop-up
4’ south side;

high pop-up

10’ north side

(end result)
7’ south side;
13’ north side

94

afternoon sun

afternoon sun

morning sun

morning sun
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level 1 plan

level 1 axon

20
level 1 legend

20

20

20

1 entrance

20

2 retail space
3 restaurant space
12

4 reception

13

5 administration
6 fitness room
2

7 game + recreation

16 17

6

room

7

8 kids’/ babysitting

20

9 resource room +

4

library
11 elevator

section a

18

room

10 mechanical

19

5
8

14

1
20

12 women’s restroom
13 men’s restroom

9

14 health clinic
15 classroom
16 mail room

3

15

17 trash + recycling
18 laundry

10

20

20

11

19 day room
20 apartment
section b
96

0 4 8

16
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level 2 plan

level 2 axon

8

9

10
13

level 2 legend

13

13

12

11

7

1 day room
3

2 porch overlook
3 nook

13

open to

4 lounge area

13

below

5 janitor

open to

13

below
section a

2

6 elevator
7 laundry
8 typical 3 bedroom

1

apartment
9 typical 2 bedroom

13

13

13

13

apartment
10 typical 1 bedroom
apartment
11 typical 2 bedroom
shotgun style
apartment
12 typical 1 bedroom

13

4

13
5

13

13

13

6

interior apartment
13 apartment
section b
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0 4 8

16
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code overlay

site documentation: The building is located in Richmond’s Monroe Park area

code overlay

at Broad and Harrison streets among Virginia Commonwealth
University, the Fan District, and the Carver District. The building
construction is brick veneer on metal stud with 8” x 8” steel
columns. The square footage total is 64,000 total, with 32,000
square feet per floor, as well as a walk-out roof of 32,000 square
feet. Two exit stairs lead from the roof to the first floor, with the third
leading from the second floor to the first. The building has two
public restrooms on the first floor with the appropriate number of
ADA water closets each, as well as two private ADA water closets
in the kids’ room and private restrooms in each apartment.
general arrangement: 2 floor levels with a roof level, served by internal
elevator and stairs
total floor area: 64,000 sf
use: mixed use: 17,318 sf assembly A-3d;
28,524 sf residential R-2
square feet: 32,000 total per level;
17,318 assembly usage
28,524 residential usage
legend
elevator
egress
restrooms
level 1 plan

fire stair
0 4 8

100

16

water fountains

occupancy load: assembly: 1100
residential: 142
means of egress: 3 fire stairs, 3 exits
accessibility areas: elevators
restrooms: assembly toilets: 5 male; 9 female;
assembly lavatories: 3 male, 3 female
residential toilets + lavatories: 1 per unit
residential kitchen sink: 1 per unit
residential clothes washer: 1 per 20 units
waterfountains: 2
101

new entrance

new exterior
entrance materials

entrance moved to
west grace street for
better pedestrian
access

standing seam

custom wood + steel trellis

metal roofing

exterior entrance view

key plan
level 1
west grace street

102
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reception/
administration

interior entrance +
reception materials

dwr random light

chocolate paperstone countertops

woven recycled plastic bags

eureka pendant

bamboo casework

rustic stained concrete flooring

generation by knoll

shaw focus carpet tile

task chair

key plan
interior entrance view

level 1

of main atrium
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community
recreation

day room materials

communal living/
day rooms
communal eating
areas
for both residents +
neighbors to gather

game/ recreation
room
fitness room
promoting healthy
lifestyle for residents

dennis miller arc table bar

+ members of the
surrounding community

level 2 day room

cisco brothers admon sofa with

end grain coconut palm

dwr tube top table lamp

maharam cobblestone upholstery

casework

eureka recessed can light

+ maharam gertrude upholstered pillows

hbf mv10 occasional

gervasoni ceramic side

table

table

shaw focus carpet tile

gervasoni otto side chair

dwr random light

height with

risom side chair

custom chocolate

in ebony + maize

paperstone top

colombo table in

cherner wood leg stool

amber bamboo

key plan
level 2

with
maharam even upholstery
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107

community
recreation

porch overlook
materials

gervasoni ceramic

risom lounge chair

side table

with ebony wood

in natural white

+ maize webbing

natural jute rug
reclaimed wood flooring

key plan
level 2

level 2 porch overlook
108

109

learning + support

resource atrium
materials

resource atrium
library + computer/
internet access

kids’/ babysitting
room
hourly babysitting
to assist residents +
patrons of health clinic,
classes, et cetera

classroom
classes for continuing
education, language,
+ general education
development

dac industrial pendant

prouve potence wall

pk9 tulip bottom chair with canary leather upholstery

lamp

dennis miller arc table with custom square

end grain bamboo

chocolate paperstone top

casework
shaw focus carpet tile

key plan
resource atrium

celda nest pendant

tolomeo floor lamp

chocolate paperstone

gervasoni ceramic side table

counter

bernhardt helena chair with

generation by knoll

maharam cobblesone upholstery

level 1

task chair
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learning + support

kids’/ babysitting
room materials

c

c o l l e c t i o n

l o u n g e

s e a t i n g

risom lounge chair with chocolate webbing

hbf c collection sofa with

eureka recessed can lights

end grain bamboo

nanimarquina flying carpet rug in green

maharam cobblestone upholstery

dwr fl/y pendant in orange

casework

tato chair

knoll sprite child size chair in orange

shaw focus carpet tile

hbf ashton mercer child height table
with custom cork top

kids’/ babysitting room
om

key plan
level 1

112

113

health

rooftop community
garden materials

rooftop community
garden
encourages healthy
eating, nutrition
education, +
appreciation of nature

clinic
free clinic not only
provides for low
income community
members but also
allows hands-on clinic
work for university
medical + dental
students
solar panels

custom wood + steel trellis

standing seam metal roofing

rooftop community
garden
1

114

roof includes access to a “greenhouse” herb
garden inside the atrium, stacked above the

key plan

level 1 kids’ room + level 2 day room

lroof

roof plan

115

ownership + work

residential

residential
subsidized housing
opportunities

retail
restaurant
allow local ownership
+ small businesses, as
well as employment
opportunities

key plan
level 2

residential interior +
116

porch

117

other selected
materials

level 2 elevator area

other selected
materials

angela adams canopy rug in indigo

baker scroll coffee table

interior concepts

steelcase eno

traveler podium

interactive whiteboard

steelcase akira classroom table

herman miller caper chair

shaw focus carpet tile

classroom

bernhardt edge chair in white canvas

reclaimed wood flooring

level 2 nook

118

reclaimed wood flooring

nanimarquina ovo rug in orange

gervasoni inout ceramic

risom lounge chair with

side table in natural white

walnut wood finish and

grape green

hibiscus

mellow yellow

river rock

paint

maize webbing

springfield tan

utah sky

mustang

snow white

benjamin moore
119

models

models

detail model of wall
section showing woven
recycled plastic bag
wallcovering and
building model
120

paperstone cap
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Quaint towns have their charming old country

and rehabilitated for use as office spaces,

is to use the existing big boxes for community

ecosystem. In addition, the planning of the

loss of business as well as population from the

and an ultimate increase in the tax base”

stores. Cities’ downtowns are filled with brick

retail spaces, and loft living. This trend has

venues, specifically affordable housing, but

sites relies on our car-centric lifestyle, which is

affected areas. Abandonment in cities has led

(Austin ix).

warehouses. But drive down any highway and

been embraced by cities all over the country

learning from them to plan for our future is

polluting in itself. (Christensen 8)

to a decrease in the employment base and a

you see dozens of huge, drab, cinderblock

because of the old raw aesthetic of the brick

also important.

boxes, many empty and abandoned. The

and steel structures and the general trend to

former retail hubs’ buildings are cast-offs,

retreat back to cities. Our “warehouses” of

trashing our landscape, just like the goods they
once held.

structural change in the central business district,

Economic Incentives

Big box stores are our “most common,

pushing it out of the city (Burchell 28). This

Big box buildings can be considered as any

underrated, and increasingly available

same issue is occuring with big box vacancies:

In today’s recession, economic value is key,

today are the empty big box stores. These

“large, freestanding, one-story warehouse

major buildings” (Garreau #2). It is easy

the other businesses surrounding the large

and there are many financial benefits to

“greyfields” are created by the retail giants

building with one main room, ranging from

for someone to see the value of reuse when

retailer lose traffic which eventually leads

reuse, making it even more relevant. We

going out of business, moving on, or simply

20,000 to 280,000 square feet, used initially

considering warehouses in downtowns, but what

to further abandonment in the area. With

can learn from the past, when the 1970’s

This trash is littering our environment, but how

rebuilding an even bigger space elsewhere,

for retail purposes” (Christensen 5). Many of

about the big boxes of the suburbs?(Garreau

the deterioration of such areas, social and

recession brought building and construction

can it be cleaned up? We need to recycle.

leaving their vacant building behind.

these structures were built and occupied by

#2) How can they be beneficial? Considering

economic conditions become negative which

to a near halt, “with dwindling opportunities

retail giants such as Wal-mart (the largest

it logically is critical: “reusing existing buildings

continues the discouragement of new business,

to demolish and then build from scratch,

owner of them), K-mart, Best Buy, Target,

is, first and foremost, a matter of common-

leading to decreases in tax revenue and the

adaptive reuse emerged as a logical solution.

Linens ’n’ Things, Costco, and many others.

sense economics and it is a process

deterioration of public service quality (Burchell

It was cheaper and more labor-intensive

More than half of the 4,224 Wal-mart

which has gone on throughout history. Building

31). If revitalization occurs through reuse of

than new construction… generating 107

buildings in the United States are supercenters

conversion often took place, in the past,

old buildings, communities can reinvest in the

jobs for a retrofitting versus sixty-eight for a

large enough to fit four NFL football fields

without regard for history or “character… the

framework of their cities and towns, “creating

new building.” (Diamonstein 18) The federal

(Garreau #2). The old abandoned buildings

driving force behind reuse was, in other words,

jobs during construction, jobs in revitalized

government also provides investment tax

add up to about 200 per year from Wal-Mart

functional and financial” (Powell 9).

business, greater stability and safety in the

credits for the cost of rehabilitating buildings

community, an improved visual environment,

(Diamonstein 12). Conversion is simply

“Adaptive reuse” – repurposing old structures

The Problem

to serve new functions – has been in existence
for as long as civilizations have been

With the frequency of these abandonments

building. Taking a historic downtown shop and
repurposing it is a great way to keep culture
alive and embrace the history of a place, as
well as combat the ever increasing dangers
of sprawl (Christensen 3). But what about
buildings that are not “historic” in the sense

This trash is littering our
environment, but how can it
be cleaned up?
We need to recycle.

alone – a figure that brings up the immediacy
of our problem (Boxley).

of historic preservation (i.e. younger than

The simple idea of adaptive reuse as a
neighborhood revitalization strategy is one

50 years)? What to do with these buildings?

increasing in our current economic climate,

Not only are abandoned buildings eyesores

that makes sense for physical as well as

These blank buildings, both in appearance

the question is now more pertinent than ever:

that deter thriving businesses from locating

cultural revitalization (Burchell 1). Taking these

and history, are frequently in the form of “big

what do we do with the empty big boxes

nearby, but they are also very environmentally

structures which have no economic value and

boxes.”

and how will our decisions shape our future?

problematic. These buildings create acres of

converting them into new uses both directly

If the big boxes are going to remain a part

impervious parking lots and rooftops which

and indirectly enhances the area’s value

The old factories and warehouses of the

of the landscape, then a financially feasible,

increase issues of runoff. Their construction

(Burchell 2). Abandoned structures have ripple

18th century have recently been renovated

appropriate reuse is needed. A good choice

takes away greenspace, in turn disrupting the

effects in their communities, creating further

132

“let us save what we have
around us that is good,
not for exhibition, not for
‘education,’ but for practical uses as places to live in
and work in.”

cheaper and less complicated than new build
(Powell 9).

Cultural Incentives
Reuse is not only good economically, but
socially and culturally as well. Architect
Graham Gund put it well when he said “‘a city
should be a mix of old and new; the new
133

Ideas for Reuse

the buildings which make them unusable for

generally more concerned with the infrastruc-

create spaces that bring people together.’

life and making this building into something
new” (Boxley). Repurposing big boxes can

competitive retail for the near future (Nasser).

ture that makes them able to get there than

There is much to be gained if we can create

even help to bring the community together for

Because these restrictions limit only retail

the building itself (Christensen 118). This is just

So it is necessary to repurpose the big box

an urban fabric that repairs the crumbling

a common good: “when given an empty big

usage, big boxes are therefore ideal for com-

how the retailer wants it to be: emphasis on

stores, but what exactly can be done with

past while blending it with the present. There is

box and a mission they care about, people

munity uses.

the building’s existence as a place to shop, not

them? The idea of the community use is a

also much to be gained from the interaction of

will find ways to use the space. These reuses

that any money was spent in the area of store

great one, and there are many places across

old and new residents in these neighborhoods”

are all seen as creative and resourceful in

design (Christensen 119). The problem with this

the country that are starting the trend. It is

(Diamonstein 20). What is the value of keeping

the towns in which they took place, and the

design idea is that it creates community objec-

possible to continue it in every locality faced

the big box buildings? As Walter Whitehill

renovators and townspeople claim that they

What about the design of big box stores? The

tions when reuse is brought up: “the primary

with an empty big box. We can look to the

says: “let us save what we have around us that

changed the towns for the better” (121).

buildings themselves are not exactly archi-

objection [to reuse of big box buildings in

examples of those who have reused their big

tectural gems. We have mentioned that their

communities] is that the site is culturally toxic; it

boxes to see what can be done.

main goal in reuse is functional, but it is impor-

was probably imposed upon the town with such

tant to consider design if not only to get sup-

corporate voracity that they question whether

With the current economic situation, consumer

port from the community. Big box reuse should

the building should even be there in the first

One problem with big box buildings is that

spending is down and as a result many retail-

be looked at as an exciting opportunity,

place, causing them to ask: why should the

they generally were not necessarily wanted

ers are shutting their doors, leaving their build-

because “out of necessity comes invention, and

public spend time and energy thinking about

in the first place (Garreau #2). Retailers

ings behind. The stores that are expanding are

conversion and rehabilitation schemes now

its reuse?” (Christensen 119)

typically plan to use the buildings for only

building further on the outskirts of towns and

generate some of the most innovative and

eight years, at which time they are abandoned

cities and leaving their empty shells towards

intelligent work; ‘saving’ old buildings is no

Another related issue is dealing with the

(Garreau #2). There are, however, plenty

the centers. This location is ideal for what

longer enough. The aim is not preservation but

weight of the big box’s former power; do

of positives in reusing the stores. Because of

seems like a logical reuse for the future: civic

transformation, an architectural, rather than a

communities want the memory of this power

the stoplights and roads added, there is an

use. Not only does revamping the buildings

sentimental or historicist approach to creating

incorporated into their civic life? (Christensen

infrastructure in place that can make these

for community uses make sense economically,

new form out of old fabric” (Powell 10).

119) An important lesson for towns to learn

sites great for repurposing (Blair). Many

but these structures have parking lots and

areas with abandoned or empty buildings are

infrastructure surroundings for easier access by

Big boxes’ “aesthetic is designed to convey

their own hands; corporations don’t have to

eager to re-use the buildings: “when re-filled

everyone in the community (Ashbrook).

temporality” (Christensen 118). This does not

have full control of design when they come in,

with useful purpose, they become a part of

Frequently it is even a matter of contract that

often concern people when the stores are

but rather towns can insist on design with reuse

what defines the community… People are

pushes the buildings towards civic reuse, as

being used because they come from farther

in mind for the future (Ashbrook).

really enthusiastic about how they’re breathing

many of the former tenants have restrictions on

away, park, and go inside; the users are

should be used to stitch together the old, to

is good, not for exhibition, not for ‘education,’
but for practical uses as places to live in and

Community Reuses

work in.” (Diamonstein 23)
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Design Issues

The new
entrance of the
Centralia
Senior Resource
Center

is that they can take the power of design into

Centralia Senior Resource Center

in Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin. The city has a
large senior population which used three dif-

The Centralia Senior Resource Center has

ferent organizations in three different locali-

found its new home in a reused Wal-mart store

ties: the Lowell Center, the Aging Resource
135

The lobby of the
renovated big
box allows for
separate interior
entrances to each
individual business
in the space

Center of Wood County, and the Park Place
Adult Day Service Program. The idea was for
the organizations to merge into somewhere

Headstart Early Childhood Center

building with eight inches of water, making it
The Headstart Early Childhood Center now

unable to be saved (Christensen 102). Because

occupies a former K-mart building in Hastings,

school was meant to start September 1, make-

Nebraska. Head Start is a publicly funded

shift classrooms were formed in church base-

government program (part of the United
States Department of Health and Human Ser-

ments and recreation centers – this remained
the situation for a few years (Christensen 102).

vices), that provides “education, nutrition, and

Head start is meant to fulfill many different

Funds were raised to buy land downtown, but

health care to millions of low-income children

needs (as a 501c3) and could fulfill many of

the lot did not qualify them for the community

in America” (Christensen 101). This particular

the needs of the quickly increasing immigrant

grants they needed to complete their project,

center serves 1200 children who live in central

population in Hastings (Christensen 104). There

Nebraska.

was hope that the program could help the

they could all share so it would be easier for
their users.
The project began with a $15,000 outside
grant and from there a committee was formed.

One of the
classroom areas
inside Head Start

1998; the sprinklers went off and flooded the

so they began looking to other sites. There

feet of space, so 18,000 was demolished to

was an abandoned Wal-mart right in center

create a park and the rest of the space was

of downtown which was considered with great

to be rented out to other community organiza-

community resistance. The 85,000 square foot

tions. The park helped not only to bring green

building with a leaky roof was abandoned

space to the center, but also created a buffer

Local real estate company Johnson Imperial

106). The building was 40,000 square feet of

in the mid 1990’s and had caused the loss of

between the center and the road. Dramatic en-

Homes bought the old K-mart, vacant since

space, all of which was open except the auto

business in the area. There were, however, mul-

tryways were added to two of the facades to

1992, to resell because of personal interest

section (109). The original electrical structure

tiple economic incentives for using the building,

change the face of the building from its former

with it being right next to their headquarters.

was able to remain in place, but the addition

including Revitalization and Community
Development Block Grants. The community got

Wal-mart look. The building has high ceilings

Now Head Start was able to buy the building

of nineteen bathrooms made plumbing the

with skylights added to bring in natural light-

for $1.4 million plus the land from their old

biggest challenge; the plumbing system had

on board after presentation meetings showing

ing. The center contains community space in-

facility, with the agreement that renovations

to be expanded to accommodate (Chris-

the possibilities of the building. The reuse of

cluding kitchen and dining areas and meeting

were included by Johnson Imperial Homes

tensen 113). The new school has about twenty

the Wal-mart would bring business downtown

rooms. A walking track was added for exercise

(Christensen 106). The location of the big box

classrooms and four meeting spaces, as well

and help with revitalization. There was a good

during the harsh winter months. The project has

was ideal because it serves people from five

as office and storage space (Christensen 113).

amount of community fundraising that helped

revitalized the downtown and added to the

different counties, so being close to infrastruc-

Additional space in the old big box is rented

push the project along, and the city signed the

experiential environment; it is hoped that it will

ture is very necessary.

out to agencies that unify with Head Start:

papers on May 23, 2002.

also create a more pedestrian environment.
(Christensen 62-73).

The senior center only needed 35,000 square
136

The reception area within the new
Senior Center

future of the town by supplying services for the
The facility was formerly in a building that had

future population.
help from the Head Start principal (Christensen

its roof ripped off in a tornado on Auguest 18,

The exterior of the new Head Start in
Hastings, Nebraska

public schools and other educational services
Johnson Imperial Homes’ internal engineers
drew up the plans for the space, along with

(Christensen 113).
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The floor plan
of the
renovated
Head Start

Rippeteau
Architects
address the
renovated
big box as a
greenhouse

their ideas for how to reuse empty big boxes,
exploring “big-box’s integration into denser,
urban form and reimagining its insides as
space for agriculture and commerce” (Brand
Avenue).
Architects Leinberger and Rippetau suggest
starting with parking lots, and “build[ing] a
town in the parking lot.” The huge acreage of
big box parking lots makes them the perfect
place for walkable city blocks to be created.
They suggest laying out the blocks with a

Architectural Brainstorming

façade (Christensen 113). It is predicted by

In addition to these and other existing reuses

facing each other, forming streets between

the Head Start leaders that they will easily

across the country, there are many more ideas

them, you will have a piece of a city (Brand

be able to use the building for another thirty

for how to rehabilitate big box stores. A few

Avenue).

or forty years, especially with the room for

Washington, D.C. area architects have shared

box could serve a new role as an incubator

cars and veneer of apartments for people who really

of local food production, making the point

want to get near their groceries” (Brand Avenue).

weed-suppressing black plastic into which they

apartments surrounding that. Once a bunch of

poke holes to plant their seeds. Asphalt is just

these blocks are put together with the outsides

there was very minimal renovation of the

solar voltaic roof “adds recharging area for electric

that “organic gardeners routinely lay down

parking garage at the core, with shops and
Because it was not important to the program,

Rippetau Archictects suggests that the big

like that, only a little thicker” (Brand Avenue).
The “parking lot becomes an orchard. Under
[it]… drainage pipes… in its new incarnation,
the system collects rainwater for irrigation…
water can be piped into the fire-suppression

expansion in the parking lot (Christensen 113).

sprinkler system in the big box, which now

The new Head Start has 1200 students, 200

serves as a monster mister… much of the roof

employees, and twenty-three programs. The

has become glass or translucent plastic… [the

organization is not just a school, but is “also

huge] halogens make great grow lights. The

a center for immigration, for socialization, for
childcare, for education, and for health care,
serving people from an extensive geographic
range” (Christensen 114).
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Leinberger &
Rippetaeu suggest “building
a town in the
parking lot”

Esocoff & Associates suggest using
a greenhouse roof to supply energy
throughout the big box

concrete slab floor works as a heat sump.
Major-league climate control comes with the
package” (Brand Avenue).
Esocoff and Associates suggest a greenhouse
roof illuminating huge floor space below. The
139

Roger Lewis has
the idea to take
out part of the
roof and side
walls to create an
inhabitable space

Affordable Housing Option

structure to housing by selectively opening
some of its regular structural bays.” He makes
the point that if humans want to live there,
they need windows, so you should core out
the center so there is a garden open to the
sky for people to look into. He says that “the
exterior walls are not hard to punch windows
into – structurally, they’re just steel uprights
sometimes reinforced with diagonal struts. Then

“the exterior walls are not
hard to punch windows into
– structurally, they’re just
steel uprights sometimes
reinforced with diagonal
struts. Then you punch
skylights in over the
interior walkways, and the

ways, and the apartments almost start laying

the tragedy of hurricane Katrina in the Lower

With the big box as the existing shell among

in the future with these empty big boxes. What

9th Ward of New Orleans, Louisiana, that it is

the sea of infrastructure, the building could

is the best way to deal with the buildings? How

possible to build sustainably, cleanly, and with

be filled with two or three stories of apart-

can we turn them around and use them to the

respect to those who will be living in the place

ments, with windows inserted in the walls. At

advantage of our communities? Of the many

(makeitright.org).

the center of the box could be a community

ideas that have been introduced during re-

Here, then, is a great solution both of the problems: take a building that
is already up and empty,
ready for use, in a prime
location among infrastructure, and make it into a
place for living and culture.

of former big box stores. Much of the affordable housing we have today is poorly made, in
bad areas, and without the green space and
community atmosphere that fosters positive
thinking and actions. It has been proven that
giving people something nice makes them more
likely to behave like they deserve it.

themselves out. You add a balcony here, a
second floor there, a sleeping loft over yonder,
and you’re looking at the niftiest affordable
housing ever” (Brand Avenue).
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A section
drawing of
Lewis’
“Empty Box
Transformed”

ment Block Grants.

good sign that something can and will be done

that could be well addressed through the use

you punch skylights in over the interior walk-

poor quality living environments. We can learn
from the Make It Right initiative dealing with

fordable housing is a need for the community

apartments almost start
laying themselves out.
You add a balcony here,
a second floor there, a
sleeping loft over yonder,
and you’re looking at the
niftiest affordable housing
ever”

town revitalization and Community Develop-

Creative ideas are surfacing everywhere - a

search, Roger Lewis’ makes the most sense. AfRoger Lewis suggests converting “big box

that people in affordable housing have to have

center, where the residents could get together
for positive interaction and feel like they
belong to something good. In the parking lot
immediately surrounding the building, the idea
of greenhouse could be pushed to the creation
of a park where nature would be a positive in
the lives of the residents. The parking lot is already in place, and the location is good: many
big boxes are in cities and all are surrounded
by infrastructure. Building affordable housing
with sustainability, health, community, and hap-

Here, then, is a great solution both of the

piness in mind, big boxes would be a great

Creating a sense of community and an at-

problems: take a building that is already up

place to not just build inexpensively, but also

mosphere for positive activity would be very

and empty, ready for use, in a prime location

build a real community where people could

beneficial to an affordable housing situation,

among infrastructure, and make it into a place

feel happy to live there instead of ostracized

instead of the frequent norm of putting afford-

for living and culture. Financially, it makes

in a bad neighborhood with cheap materials.

able housing in bad areas with cheap build-

sense. We’ve already seen how big box reuse

ing materials, where those living in them are

is actually cheaper than new build, which

The idea of using big boxes as affordable

placed in a situation where they are not only

leaves more money for better materials to be

housing seems to solve many problems and be

easily brought into bad behaviors, but they get

put into the renovation. Additionally, qualifying

a good answer to the issue. The other ideas

sick from the buildings. It is illogical and unfair

for additional funding is likely due to down-

addressed are also successful and push
141

us toward a thinking of using these empty
buildings scattered all over our country. That
is how the current problem of the existing
buildings can be handled.

The Future
But what about the future? What can be done
in addition to reusing the big blank buildings
that have been dropped all over our local
landscapes by these big outside corporations?
The whole discussion is an important one at this
time so we can start planning for the future.

The consideration of design
brings up thoughts of
construction in the future:
is this the type of building
out of which we want our
future churches, schools,
and museums to operate?
We are faced with what
our prospective landscape
will look like.

affects everyone, whether consciously or not.
We must look at our built environment as one
to embrace and take pride in, because “we

Transitioning big boxes
into alternative uses is
possible and positive... we
can embrace the buildings
that exist, and push them to
better what could be.

It would be smart to have reuse in mind when
shape us” (Austin x).

building. We know the problem now: big

churches, schools, and museums to operate?

corporations come in, drop down a huge blank

We are faced with what our prospective

rectangular building, use it for a few years,

landscape will look like. Hopefully the

Right now, we need to repurpose the big boxes

then abandon it so they can build another or

discussion will begin and bring the potential

that sit empty. Using them in an innovative way

file for bankruptcy. Why are we as localities

of moving land use codes, zoning commissions,

is great, but using them is the critical point.

allowing this to continue to happen? Even if it

and municipalities to make better decisions

Transitioning big boxes into alternative uses is

is the case that a locality wants such a business

about the design of our built environment

possible and positive, as we have seen from

coming into their town, they ought to realize

(Christensen 119).

the examples mentioned. We can embrace the
buildings that exist, and push them to better

and prepare for what will happen when that
company leaves, what they will be left with:

If we consider the future, it is clear that we

what could be; “by fusing past and present,

architectural trash.

need to push toward a higher standard, make

adaptive reuse is an inherently optimistic pro-

sure we are building well and in a manner that

cess” (Diamonstein 23). Thinking critically about

The consideration of design brings up thoughts

shows who we are as a country, state, county,

what to do with these empty remnants of big

of construction in the future: is this the type

and city – do we want to be a big blank box?

retail will force us to consider what could be

of building out of which we want our future

We need to look at how much architecture

better for our future.
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